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Description

ive three rows of folders in showtime, but i cant see the names of the last row (they are cut off). it would be nice if showtime could
adjust the image size of the folders, that more tahn 3 rows fit on the screen. another solution would be a scrollable desktop.

History
#1 - 05/26/2012 05:30 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

Do you mean on the home screen?

#2 - 05/26/2012 01:46 PM - D Z

yes, the screen u see first when u start showtime. wasnt shure if its called homescreen.

#3 - 05/26/2012 02:10 PM - Andreas Smas

It says 'home' at the top.

#4 - 05/26/2012 05:49 PM - D Z

iw ill try to make a logfile as soon as iam back home. i think itll be monday or tuesday.

#5 - 05/26/2012 07:50 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted
- Target version changed from 33 to 4.0

The home-screen will be remade in 4.0 and this will no longer be an issue then

#6 - 05/30/2012 01:28 PM - D Z

so do u still need a logfile(dont know how to create it). or is it obsolete, as u will redesign homescreen anyways. its not a big deal though. there are
only 3 folders where i cant see the foldername... can live with that until 4.0.
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#7 - 05/30/2012 04:08 PM - Andreas Smas

No, but ideas for layout of a new home screen would be welcome

#8 - 05/30/2012 06:47 PM - D Z
- File showtimeconcept.jpg added

a general fix that would be welcome is that plugins, bookmarks, and internal stuff (internal hdd, bd drive) are mixed up at the moment. 
Example: i have many bookmarks at the homescreen and somewhere between my bookmarks is navi x and youtube, because at the moment
showtime only sorts them in alphabetical order. it would be nice if showtime can distinguish between categories...

at first sort all plugins, then bookmarks and then internal stuff.

I also made a concept of what showtime could look like in the future. I imagine four or more big buttons at the homescreen each of them represents a
category. if you move over one of the buttons (cool would be on the fly without pressing X-Button) there would pop up window (actually its not a new
window, just look at the painting i made) that shows all the stuff inside that category. Background could be black or sth.

Hope u understand what im trying to tell u^^.

#9 - 05/30/2012 06:51 PM - D Z

additional info: if you move over one of the buttons it would become bigger (maybe +150%, dont know if it is possible to make such an animation) and
maybe a slightly different background.

#10 - 08/14/2012 11:47 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed

With latest showtime 3.99 you can move around the items as you wish yourself.
So i'm gonna close this ticket now.

Also it scrolls as it should.
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